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Automation is increasingly gaining traction not only for
individual but public transportation, especially in the
last-mile sector. With no human driver at the helm,
there is a need for adequate interaction replacements
for passenger- and roadside information – not only as
the bus is already in transit but before and during
boarding as well. This workshop is intended to address
these needs by exploring this design space in a handson setting. The expected outcome of the workshop is a
set of interaction scenarios, design concepts and future
challenges. These should serve as a basis for ongoing
research and development for the field.
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• Human-centered computing • Social and
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Introduction
Our transportation system is currently facing a
significant transition. Besides changing attitudes
towards a higher willingness to share and use
multimodal transport options [6], the increasing
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Workshop Plan
1. IGNITION (20 min, including
questions)
The workshop starts with a
short introduction by the
organisers and an invited
talk, to set the scene for
attacking the future
challenges of (semi-)
autonomos public transport
vehicles. The speaker will not
come from the core of the
Automotive UI but be a
representative of the usercentered public transport
research domain.

digitalization and automation is a strong driver for this
change. The Automotive UI 2018 workshop “User
Interfaces for Public Transport Vehicles” provided a first
forum for the discussion and reflection of digital
interfaces for public transport vehicles [14]. This initial
workshop looked at the general potential of interactive
passenger services, as well as the support of vehicle
automation and new mobility types.
This workshop edition seeks to get a step further in this
consultation within the Automotive UI community,
taking advantage of inputs from researchers and
practitioners from automotive UI design, public
transport management and human factors. This time,
we will strengthen the focus on automation in shared
and public transport within and outside the vehicle.
The increased connectivity and autonomy of automated
vehicles is a strong enabler for on-demand solutions
and similar modern forms of mobility service provision.
It is both possible and likely that the current standard
of fixed schedules and stops will no longer be the norm
once automated transportation becomes more and
more widespread in everyday public transportation [9].
These novel challenges span not only the time the
vehicles (and passengers) spend on the road but also
pre-boarding events and the boarding process. Due to
the rapid pace of development and still relative novelty
of on-road automation technology, research and
development efforts often ignore this broader
interaction umbrella. In detail, the workshop will
address and discuss the following research areas:

used to in today’s predominantly manual to
semiautomated public transportation means. This
constitutes a considerable change in how we interact
with and experience the public transportation systems
of the near and far future. No longer will it be possible
to, e.g., quickly ask an oral question whether or not a
bus in question also stops at station x, or wave at the
driver in order to get him/her to wait a just a few
seconds longer, or simply buy a ticket from a human
individual after boarding.
Passengers’ trust is an important prerequisite for the
intention to use automated shuttles, as has been found
by cross-national studies on the technology acceptance
of automated shuttles [7,8]. Further critical acceptance
factors for automated buses are effectiveness and
usefulness, and previous research has shown
limitations here [1]. Recent research has recommended
awareness and intent cues for road users to make them
aware of automated vehicles future actions [6].
However, as of now few insights are available which
information to present to customers of a public
transportation vehicle to alleviate the above described
gaps in communication through the absence of a
human driver.
The following challenges arise with regard to awareness
and intent communication for public automated buses:
•
•

Awareness and Intent Communication

•

In a fully automated setting, a driver is no longer
available as the (human) point of reference we are

•
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Intent and awareness communication for
passengers to maintain and increase trust
Interaction with other vehicles (e.g., indicating
priority when pulling over from bus stop)
Support of safety and security in unmanned
public vehicles
Assistance systems for drivers and operators
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Workshop Plan (ctd.)
2. CREATIVE THINKING (120
min, including a break)
The session is allocated for
working on promising
approaches for a particular
challenge. Based on a list of
challenges prepared by the
workshop organizers and own
ideas of workshop
participants, participants
discuss about challenges and
add additional ones.
Depending on the final
number of participants, the
workshop will be divided into
smaller teams that each work
on a challenge.
The expected output from the
group work is a set of
interaction scenarios, design
concepts and future
challenges. The format of the
proposed solutions is open to
the participants and could for
instance be sticky notes,
flipchart notes, but also they
could comprise design ideas
summarized in slides or
presented as a sketch.

Capacity Management and Service Provision
Capacity and flexibility of public transportation both in
urban and rural regions could be considerably increased
with driverless buses operating at the “last mile”
[10,11,12]. The form factor of such “people-movers” is
mostly smaller than current buses, to cater for faster
entry and exit times, short rides, and on-demand
flexibility. State-of-the-art vehicles reach a level of
conditional autonomy (SAE Level 3 [2]), and they do
not feature a driver seat and traditional controls such
as the steering wheel and pedals any more. However,
these systems still have to be considered experimental,
with a large unexplored design space with regard to
overall shape, interior design, and available interactive
technology (displays, audio announcements, etc.).
Ensuring sufficient seating in these relatively small
vehicles with high turnover times, due to the distances
traveled, will be a nontrivial challenge. In addition,
maintaining flexibility when buying a ticket (online, at
the station or on the vehicle) will be difficult to combine
with measures to ensure that only those with a valid
ticket or valid claim to obtain one on the vehicle can
board (or disembark when necessary), considering that
there is no human conductor who would normally have
this function. Thus, a number of issues will need to be
discussed in order to eventually realize flexible capacity
management and service provision in automated public
transport; these are:
•
•

Interaction techniques and application
scenarios for on-demand routing
Designing the “passenger turnover
experience”, i.e., the intuitive (dis-)
embarkment without guidance by the driver
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•
•
•

New personalized routing services considering
preferences such as eco-friendliness
Concepts for creating private space within a
small-sized public transport system
Concepts for creating emotional attachment to
a public transport system despite missing
ownership

Supportive Infrastructure and Integrative
Services
The emergence of automated public transport vehicles
will lead to major changes in physical public traffic
infrastructure and supportive digital services. Prior
relevant research, for example, investigated the design
of bus stops enriched by interactive technology to
improve the passengers’ experiences and engagement
with traditional public transport [11,13]. Other research
addressed mobile support for so-called micronavigation, which provides personalized and contextual
travel information including details on the physical
public transport infrastructure (for tourists or people
with impairments) [4]. Multi-modal navigation and
routing in general (cf. [2]) have become a de-facto
standard feature in modern mobile transport apps.
So far, the impact of upcoming automated public
transport vehicles on such trends and developments is
unclear. Exemplary relevant topics regarding the
change of public traffic infrastructures and services and
their passenger-oriented design and evaluation include:
•
•

Information and interactive services regarding
automated public transport at stops and stations
Design and adaptation of stops for automated
public transport
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Workshop Plan (ctd.)
3. PRESENTATION OF
APPROACHES (30 min)
The participants gather in the
plenum and discuss their
solution approaches to the
workshop audience
4. CONSOLIDATION
(70 min, incl. a break)
The workshop participants
consolidate both the
challenges and the related
ideas and solutions. The
focus will be on the
consideration of ongoing and
future research projects and
their challenges. In this light
the developed approaches
and solutions will be
appraised. Plans for a
dedicated programmatic
publications will be drawn,
which could materialize in
form of a special journal issue
and magazine article.

•
•
•

New overall passenger information concepts and
models for automated public transport
Services for integrating automated public transport
vehicles with existing multi-modal offers
Multi-modal navigation and routing concepts
considering automated public transport

Workshop Goals & Structure
The overall objective of this workshop is to discuss the
various requirements, opportunities, challenges and
impact of novel concepts for interaction with and within
(semi-)autonomous public transport vehicles. In
accordance with this overall goal, this workshop will
address the following goals:
•

•

•

Reflect on challenges of user interfaces for
autonomous public transport vehicles and discuss
ways to address them
Enable an exchange of ideas and networking to
produce promising ways to foster user interaction
for public transport vehicles
Provide a systematic overview of the hitherto
cluttered field of public transport vehicle user
interfaces

The proposed workshop will be a half-day event and
will cover the following agenda points: 1) Ignition Talk,
2) Creative Thinking, 3) Presentation of Approaches,
and 4) Consolidation. Details about these phases are
described in the side boxes on pages 2 to 4.

Expected Outcomes and Impact
Overall, this workshop series shall provide a continued
forum for the discussion of issues related to user
experience and interaction in public transportation. This
year’s edition is expected to bring about detailed
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insights related to the interaction with (semi-)
autonomous public transport vehicles, especially with
regard to the three defined lines.
The workshop brings together representatives of
multiple stakeholder groups as well as individuals
involved in research regarding public transport
automation. The conference focus on user interaction
and human factors is especially beneficial to the human
needs driven nature of the workshop focus areas
outlined above. We also see a good chance to attract
human factors and transportation experts to the
conference for the first time, as this workshop opens up
a new entry point for human factors experts active in
the wider transportation community.
The workshop duration of half a day is in line with the
expected outcome and should provide ample time for
rich discussion, focused group work, and concise
presentation of outcomes in a streamlined structure. To
increase the impact of the outcomes, we will promote
post-workshop activities, such as planning a joint
publication on one or several of the workshop topics.
Given the currently ongoing research activities and the
related opportunities for researchers to come up with
innovative solutions, this workshop will serve for
knowledge and experience sharing. It is of high
importance to establish a joint forum, in order to foster
collaboration and to minimize inefficient parallel work.
We expect to collate the jointly agreed requirements on
(semi-)automated public transportation vehicles in an
overview paper. Visibility of the workshop will also be
provided through cross-dissemination through the
project websites of the organizers and their partners.
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